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ABSTRACT

Wt describe it new matrix-variatjional method for solving the radial

SchrHdinger equation^It consists in obtaining an adjustable matrix

formulation for the boundary value differential equation, using a

set of three functions that obey the boundary conditions. These

functions are linearly combined at every three adjacent points to

fit the true unknown eigenfunction by a variational thechnique. -

« « n g V á new' class of central differences, the exponential dif

ferences, Wg- obtain-4a^this--**tj) tridiagonal or bidiagonal matrices ^ V

In the bidiagonal case, closed form expressions tor the eigen

values are given for the Coulomb, harmonic, linear, square-root

and logarithmic potentials. The values obtained are within O.IZ

of the true numerical value. —

The eigenfunction can be calculated using the eigenvectors to

reconstruct the linear combination of the set functions.



I. Introduction

For the Stuna-Liouville eigenproblem

à * V(x)y - Xy (1)

with y(0) • y(-) - 0 we can obtain the numerical solution by

essentially two classes of methods:

(i) finite-differences or finite elements,

(ii) variational Rayleigh-Ritz method.

In the (i) class we have included the shooting method and

matrix diapi i.tlization techniques. It is meaningful to do so because

the work / I of both methods increase linearly with the number of

points u ./ , :or the tridiagonal matrices employed in discretizing

(1). The P ,»t >od in class (i) are fast but the eigenfunctions

obtained t J generally not satisfactory. The matrix order should be

large <: 10) to reduce truncation, tolerances and termination errors.

Th.r (ii) class usually involves analytical work prior to

setting • ;> the final equation. Besides, the functions chosen as a

basis ar< required to fit the true eigenfunctions on the whole

integration interval, which is a stringent requirement. This is so

because the eigenfunction behaviour at infinity can be quite

different from that at the origin. The eigenvalues and eigenfuctions

obtained are generally satisfactory.

We propose in this article a novel method which has the

following characteristics:

(a) It uses small tridiagonal matrices (55x 5) or bidiagonal

matrices.
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(b) The eigenfunctions are fitted only at every three points

and independently of other points, but based on the same

set.

(c) The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated by the

variational principle, at any order.

(d) The termination error can be made negligible.

The method is based on a new finite difference class of

formulas, which we shall discuss first.

II. Exponential Difference

The usual central difference [l^ formulas are exact on the ring

of functions generated by {l,x,x2}. Because this set of independent

functions does not obey the boundary conditions of (1) we were led

to try to determine discrete diferentation formulas that would be

exact on the ring generated by {e , xe , x2e }. By the standard

method [ZJ we determined the unique solution of

df
dx

this solution being

af + bf • cf (2)

Vh *k Vh

a » 7- ; b - - a ; c • r-

2heoh 2he'ah

For the second derivative there is also a unique solution of

d2f
dx

af + bf • cf (3)

Vh \ Vh
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which is

a h * l . 2 2 - a h + 1
a r ; b • a' ; c - r—

. 2 ali . o , , -ahhze h^ h2e

Formulas (2) and (3) are useful because the coefficients do not

depend on the sample point x. . Furthermore as the product a tines c

does not depend on exp(ah) the tridiagonal matrices formed with

(2) and (3) can be used without calculating the exponentials.

Because we will consider only functions generated by linear

combinations on the set ie"OX, xe"°X, x 2e~ a X}, formulas (2) and (3)

are always exact. A detailed study of (2) and (3) with its error

formula will be presented else where [_3~] . For the present use it is

not necessary to elaborate further on this point.

III. Physical Meaning of the Matrix Formed with the Exponential

Difference Formulas

At every three points the integration formula of (1) using (3)

matches the true eigenfunctions by a linear combination of the set

{e , xe , x'e }. As any function of this set tends to zero as

x tends to infinity, this set satisfies the boundary condition at

infinity. The boundary condition at the origin is satisfied by xe

A 2 -«X Ü

and x*e
The termination error can be made negligible for a not too

large b - x . that is y(x ) * y(°°) because as the tail of themax max

exponential go to zero it is not needed to specify directly the null

point. Of course this does not happen with {l,x,x2} because no

polynomial has an asymptotic behaviour.
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In the usual case, the x number must be large to decrease

the termination error. This implies in a coarser grid for the sane

number of points as for a smaller x

The value of o cannot be known in advance because it depends on

the detailed eigenftmction structure, which is by assumption unknown.

If we allow o to vary in (3) the matrix method can depend on

this parameter to achieve a good eigenfunction fit. The best a of

course is the one that obeys the variational principle of minimum

for the eigenvalues being calculated. The value of a for best

eigenvalue fit allow us to construct the eigenfunction at once,

knowing the eigenvectors of the matrix problem. This is so because

the eigenvectors are linked to the coefficients of the linear

combination of {e , xe , x2e ° } at each interval.

Thus the physical meaning of our formulas (2) and (3) is to

approximate the true solutions in a stepwise fashion by a set that

satisfies the boundary conditions.

This set is further adjusted to the true eigenfunctions by

minimizing the eigenvalue, which is a function of the set parameter

a.

The termination error is negligible because the tail of our

adjusted set fits the true solution tail.

IV. Computation of the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Transforming (1) in matrix form using (3) and assumingy(b) "0

for a conveniently large b, we have for N + 2 total number of points

r » Yo " °t Y« , "0 and Y
n

that h - T.—r » Yo " °t Y« , "0 and Y for n-l,2,N satisfiesw + i u
 H • l n
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M Y - A Y (4)
a a a a

where M is tridiagonal simetric, and a stands for the exponential
a

parameter. N mist be an odd number of course.

Constructing the usual Sturm sequence [JiJ , we may determine

the lowest eigenvalue for any given a. Adjusting a in a minimization

routine we define

A -minU } (5)
opt o a

Using this A we can by inverse iteration determine theopt

eigenvector of M . The eigenvector has the coefficients linked to

the linear combination of the set ie ° , xe a , x2e a } that is

optimal in the variacional sense.

For the general n-order eigenvalue we use the Sturm sequence

defined on M to choose between which eigenvalues we want

convergence. For example, if we are interested only on the third

eigenvalue, we require three variations in sign of the sequence

because the eigenvalue, by the, minimum property, will be approximated

from above.

In the special case of oh - 1 the M matrix is bidiagonal and

the eigenvalues are known at once. This case provides a remarkably !

i
good fit of the eigenvalues as we shall sec in the next item.

V. Closed Form Solution for the Eigenvalues

If ah • 1 in (3), the eigenvalues of the potential V(x) are

given by:

X - - o 2 * — • V(nh) (6)
a,n h2
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for any finite n.

Adjusting a in (6) according to (5), subjected to the condition

ah - I, we find directly the optimm a as a solution of

2a • 4~ V(n/o) - 0 (7)

With this a we obtain from Eq. (6) X in closed form.
opt opt.n

That is the principal case of interest of this Method and the

calculated A are generally vithin 0.1Z of the true value as we
opt,n

shall see.

The first exanple is for the Coulonb potential, V(x) * -K/x.

(a) V(x)«-K/x

Eq. (7) becomes

2a - - - 0
n

which gives

opt,n 2n

This value of a substituted in Eq. (6) gives A :opttn opt,n

K2

— (8)

Expression (8) is our closed form solution for the infinite

number of eigenvalues for the singular potential V(x) - -K/x.

As it stands it is exactly equal to the true analytical

solution for all eigenvalues!

The results are not so startling for other potentials but by
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slightly Modifying (6) we shall be able to achieve errors of the

order of 0.1Z in the next cases.

(b) V(x) - Kx2:

For the harmonic potential, we have by the sane procedure as

case (a) that X is
opt,n

X - 2 / T n (9)
opt.n

This expression when compared to the correct analytical

solution which is

X - 2/F (2n- 1/2)n

shows that:

(i) the K dependence is correct

(ii) the n dependence can be made correct for all eigenvalues

simply by requiring equality for the first two

eigenvalues in

X» - 2/K* (an*b) (9')
opt.n

This is the adjusted form for X we shall use henceforth.
opt.n

(c) V(x) - Kx

This potential which has been used as a confining potential for

quarks in the channoniun model has eigenvalues given by Eq, (10):
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X - K2/3a (10)
n n

where a is the n-zero of the Airy function

Our method gives for X . :
opt.n

X . . - A r K 2 / 3 n 2 / 3 (11)
opt.n -2/3

Eq. (10) is correct for the K dependence of the eigenvalues.

By adjusting the constants a and b in (11*):

3 2/3 2/3
' n "TK* (an + b) (11')
opt.n _2'3

for the f irst two eigenvalues Xj and X2 we have:

3 2 / 3 2 / 3

x ' » " ~ r r r K (1.80523 n-o.429is) ' (12)
opt,n Z ' 3

Eq. (12) is correct within 0.2Z to Eq. (10) up to n - 10. Eq.

(12) is much easier to use than Eq. (10) because of the zeros a ,

which have no analytical simple expression.

(d) V(x) - K/7

This is a very interesting potential which has no analytical

solutions. It has been used in [_\j to model the quark confining

potential with some sucess.

Our formula for X ,. isopt.n
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By numerical calculations with 511x511 matrices we have found

that:

(i) The K dependence on X is K as accurately as the
n

matrix error could indicate. This is by itself a very

strong result because in the inverse eigenproblem for (1)

one does not need to calculate A for every K. One may just
n

calculate the spectrum for K - 1 and adjust K to fit the

eigenvalues by the K law.

(ii) Starting from (13), replacing n by an +b and adjusting a

and b as before, to get the first two computed eigenvalues

Aj and A2»
 we obtained Eq. (14):

Aopt.» " ^ 7 5 K V(1.67099 n- 0.3684)2'5 (14)

The values calculated by Eq. (14) are within 0.1Z of the X

values obtained from the 511x511 matrix formulation up to n » 6.

This formula, Eq. (14), is a closed form solution for the

eigenvalues of the square-root potential.

(e) V(x) - Unix)

This is another interesting potential, which has no analytical

solution. It has been used in ^6j again to model the qua«"k-quark

potential.

Our matrix-variational method solution is:

A ,. - | • Kinopt,n 2

which can be written as:
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A r - ^ (l*ín2-(nK) • K*n(n) (15)
opt.n 2

Computing Aj and A, by a 511 x5ll matrix for K » 1, we find the

adjusting constants a and b:

A» « t (l*ín2-ínK) •Itínd. 509 n- 0.29032) (15')
opt,n 2

This Eq. (15') is within 0.2Z of the true computed value for

any K and n up to the value of n • 6.

The K dependence was also found to be correct within the

numerical matrix method error.

VI. Conclusions

In view of Che five cases above, we can be fairly confident

that the raatrix-variational method for ah - 1 will:

(i) Produce an analytical expression for the eigenvalue

dependence on K. This result is of great interest in Che

cases where an analytic solution for the eigenvalues

(cases (d), (e)) is not available. This is so because we

are left then with only one eigenproblem, i.e. for K « 1.

In the inverse eigenproblem, where the K constant is

fitted by minimization this means saving hours of >

computer time.

(ii) Furthermore, by linearly adjusting the n dependence of

the calculated X formulas, we may be able to giveopt ,n

closed form solutions that are exact within 0.12 error,

even for singular potentials.
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The last three potentials considered are of present physical

interest and there was not available such an expression for the

eigenvalues.

The values of £ and b_ have been generally close to the

harmonic oscillator values of a • 2 and b • -0.5. This is a good

hint of the expected values of these constants.

Our proposed method, the matrix-variational technique, has been

tested extensively in the bi-diagonal case. The results presented

for the Coulomb, harmonic, linear, square-root and logarithmic

potentials are linearly adjustable to give closed form expressions

for the eigenvalues. These expressions are exact within an error of

about 0.1Z. As far as we know, for the square-root and logarithmic

potentials only numerical solutions were available.

In these cases our closed form expressions for the eigenvalues,

may be useful. Besides this the K dependence of the eigenvalues is

seen to be exactly described by the matrix-variational solutions, in

all cases analysed. Also to notice are the good results obtained for

the singular potentials, Coulomb and logarithmic.

For the tridiagonal formulation, with oh )* 1, the procedure is

very much the same.

In any case, the eigenfunctions can be computed from the

eigenvectors by reconstructing the linear combination of exponentials.

Our method shall find its most important application in th»

inverse eigenproblem. The potential fitting routines no longer need

to calculate eigenvalues of large matrices (typically of 100x100) at

every step: the eigenvalues can be furnished by our simple formulas

only in terms of exponential functions.
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